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26 Passing the Torch
The 25th Infantry Division is going again. For the first time since World War II, the Blue and Gray will sit atop an operational area. The unit will take with them a rich heritage that is both a blessing and a burden.

32 A Different Season
Inexperienced active-duty pilots are being assigned to Guard units to hone their skills and learn the tricks of the trade. Is the Total Force Absorption Program something new or deja vu all over again?

37 Some Shoot, Others Wait
An Arkansas artillery unit finds a way to convert the Multiple Launched Rocket System without using Army training dollars. Unfortunately, that might not work for other units trying to follow suit.

40 Taunting the Raptor
Although Air National Guard pilots may never fly the F-22 Raptor, they are playing a critical role in its development. From fighters to tankers across the country, the Air Guard is keeping the program flying high.

68 Brother Against Brother
The Civil War was the only time in U.S. history when America’s militias faced each other on the battlefield. An excerpt from a new Guard history book chronicles a time when it was state versus state.

103 President’s Report
Maj. Gen. Ronald O. Harrison reports on his first year, one marked by dramatic change in Washington, D.C., that isn’t quite over.

107 Treasurer’s Report
Brig. Gen. Ken Ross reports that a full National Guard Memorial building helps paint a bright financial picture for the NGAUS.
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